
                                                            Developing Good Hitting Mechanics 

 
 

"Hitting is the most difficult thing to do in sports." 
----- Ted Williams 
 
Hitting a baseball is indeed one of the most difficult things to do in all of sports. There is no sport where a player 
can fail 70% of the time and still be considered great. Ted Williams, considered by many as the greatest hitter of 
all time had a career batting average of .344. Looking at this success rate, Ted failed to get a basehit 56% of the 
time.  
 
Hitting takes time, patience, good mechanics, and repetition. There are many false concepts about hitting 
especially on the youth levels. The following hitting mechanics and concepts are the same principles that are 
used on the collegiate and professional levels. Are hitting mechanics easy to learn? This depends on the hitter's 
ability, aptitude, and attitude. Developing good mechanics will take time and repetition with a constant 
emphasis on correct execution. 
 
 

I. Grip  
"Most youngsters think you grip the bat with your hands. You don't! 
You grip it with your fingers." 
------ Stan Musial 
 
Gripping the bat correctly is the very first fundamental that should be instructed to young hitters. The grip is 
often a personal or individual thing with older hitters but there are several basic rules that all hitters should 
follow.  
 
Rule # 1 
The bat should be held more in the fingers than in your palms. You need a firm grip but it should not be too 
tight. 
 
Rule # 2 
When gripping the bat, the second knuckles of the top hand should come close to lining up with the second 
knuckles of the bottom hand. 

 

Advantages Of Gripping The Bat in Fingers 
· Increases bat speed and bat control 
· Promotes proper hand and wrist action 
· Eliminates tension 
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                                                                                    Incorrect Grip  
 
 

II. The Athletic Stance in Hitting  
 
The old saying that "you can't shoot a cannon out of a canoe" best sums up the importance of a having a 
balanced stance in hitting. A balanced stance in hitting is nothing more than a modification of the "athletic 
stance" which is important in all sports. Be it basketball, wrestling, football, or baseball, the position referred to 
as the athletic stance is used by athletes to execute defensive and offensive maneuvers or actions that demand 
body control and balance. 
 

 
The athletic stance in hitting will exhibit the following features. 
 
· Weight on the balls of feet 
· Knees flexed and inside the feet 
· Head up, eyes, knees, and shoulders are on a level plain 
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II. Pre-Pitch Hitting Position 

The pre-pitch hitting position is a modification of the athletic stance. A good hitting stance (pre-pitch hitting 
position) affords the hitter the opportunity to maintain his balance and control his weight through the hitting 
action. As the picture demonstrates below, the following traits should be observed. 

 
 
· Both eyes focused on pitcher with shoulders level 
· Elbows down, so that an "A" is formed 
· Bat position should see hands on top of strike zone with bat @ 45 ° angle 
 
 
                                                                 Correct Bat Position of 45° angle 
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The Importance of Bat Angle 
· Relaxes the hands 
· Assists in keeping the bat barrel above the hands during the swing 
· Helps in promoting an inside/out swing trajectory 
 
 
Common Mistakes With The Bat Angle 
 
Flat Bat (See Picture Below) 
· Promotes swinging under the baseball (Pop-ups and misses) 
· Creates a long and slow swing path to the pitch 
 

 
Plate Coverage -Too Close  
A common mistake many young hitters make that they stand too close to the plate. Standing on top of the plate 
diminishes the ability of the hitter to adequately cover the plate with the club head or "sweet" part of the bat. 
 
As the following two pictures demonstrate, standing too close to increases the chance that the hitter will get 
jammed on pitches in the middle or inside part of the plate.  
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Plate Coverage - Too Far 
Just as standing too close can creates problems for the hitter, so to can standing too far away from the plate. 
This tendency is often found in very young players who may be afraid of the incoming pitch or step in the 
bucket. 
 

 
Plate Coverage - Correct Position 
As the diagrams below demonstrate, a hitter should position himself in the batter's box so that he can 
adequately cover the entire plate area. Most importantly, the club head of the bat must be able to cover the 
middle of the plate.  
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III. The Load 

One of the most difficult concepts for a hitter to master in hitting a baseball is the load. The load sequence is 
difficult due to the fact that it involves a synchronized timing action that involves the shifting of the hitter's 
weight to his backside and then to his front side. The key component in the load is getting the front foot down 
early. If you look at this part of the swing from a scientific standpoint, one of the laws of physics state that 
"every action has an equal and opposite reaction." When the pitcher's front foot hits in his delivery, the hitter's 
front foot should also exhibit a like movement. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Pre-Pitch Position
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· Prior to release, the hitter transfers his weight to his  
back foot. The ratio is about 60% on the back foot and 
40% on the front foot. As he transfers his weight back, his  
front foot strides 2"-3" toward the pitcher. 
 
· In this position, notice that the hands have moved back slightly 
in order to cock the bat. The eyes remain fixed on the approaching  
pitch. The elbows remain down and the front foot remains closed. 
This loading action should be completed prior to the release of the 
pitch. Most importantly, the head remains relatively quiet and stable. 
 
 

III. The Swing 

The swing path that collegiate and professional hitters utilize is often referred to as an "inside-out" swing. The 
advantage of developing an inside out swing is that: 
 
1) it increases bat and hand speed; 
2) reduces early commitment of barrel until hands are extended; 
3) allows sweet part of bat to stay in the contact zone longer; 
4) creates backspin on baseball when hit which allows hitter more power;  
5) maximizes the ability of the hitter to hit a breaking ball; 
6) increases contact ability, reduces strikeouts; 
7) barrel above ball reduces loop in swing which produces more misses and fly ball. 
 
 
 

 

Load Position 
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Key Points of the Inside-out Swing 
· Take your hands from the load position directly to the inside of the incoming baseball. 
· Front arm pulls, back arm pushes. Barrel stays above hands. 
· Sweet spot of bat remains in the contact zone longer. 
· During the swing, the head goes from front shoulder to back shoulder. Notice how the hitter tracks  
the ball with his eyes and keeps eyes and head on the baseball all the way to point of contact! 
 
 

Incorrect Outside-In Swing 

 
 

II. The Swing (From the Side) 
 

 · Hands cast away from the body. 
 · Hitter approaches ball from the outside. 
 · Hitter's bat does not stay in contact zone 
   long. 
 · Hitter tends to always pull the baseball.  
 Will have difficulty hitting to the opposite 
  field.
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 · Good load position. 
 · Barrel above hands during swing. 
 · Hands to inside of baseball. 
 · Eyes track the ball. Head goes from front  
   shoulder to back shoulder. 
 · Back foot pivots in order to allow hips to  
   heel above toes.
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